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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to construct a family of multiple clustered layer solutions 
to the following singularly perturbed elliptic problem 
‘e'AU(x) + f{\xlU{x)) = 0 in 
(0.1) 
C/ > 0 in n and 崇 = 0 on dn, 
where A = ^ is the Laplace operator, = 5i(0) is the unit ball in R", £ � 0 
is a small parameter, |a:| = s < I and u{x) denotes the unit outer normal at x € dQ. 
Throughout this thesis, we assume the following conditions on / : 
(fl) 
• f{s,u) e 1] X [0,oo))n(::2((0,i] X (0,oc)), 
• f{s, u) = -a{s)u + g{s, u) for some function g, where a{s) > 0 Vs G [0,1] 
and g satisfies, 
•分(s ’0) = 0 and 礼p(s，0) = 0. 
(f2) 
For each fixed s G (0,1)，the following ODE has a unique solution Ws(r) satisfying 
w" 一 a{s)ws + g[s,Ws) = 0,Ws> 0 in R, it;s(0) = maxWs(r), w{r) — 0 as |r| — oo. 
(0.2) 
(f3) 
The only solution to the linearization of (0.2) at Ws 
v" 一 a{s)v + dug[s, Ws)v = 0 in R，v{r) ^ 0 as |r| oo (0.3) 
is cw'^  for some constant c. 
： 筒 要 
此論文針對以下奇性擾動橢圓形問題作出硏究，並證明當函數/滿足特定情況’ 
此問題有多尖峰群集層解。該奇性擾動橢圓形問題爲 
‘€^AU{x)^f{\x\MU')) = ^ in a ,旧、 
[ U > 0 ill Q and 誓 = 0 on OQ, 
其中A = 是拉普拉斯算子，n = B“0)是在R"上的單位球域’ > 0 
是一個很小的參數4 ’ ki = S < 1 及 是 在 d n 上 的 單 位 向 外 發 向 量 。 
在這篇論文中，我們假設函數/滿足以下情況： 
(fi) 
• f(s, u) € C'1+10，1] X [0，CO)) n cmo, 1] X (0，oc))， 
•函數 f 可被寫成 /(«’ u) = -a(s)u + g(s�u)的形式，其中> 0 V^s € [0，1] 
以及函數9滿足^K�s，0) = 0 和 d ^ Q ) = 0 � 
(f2) 
對於任何固定參數€ (0,1) ’以下的常微分方程必定有唯一解《，4»~)： 
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The aim of this thesis is to construct a family of multiple clustered layer solutions to 
the following singularly perturbed elliptic problem 
I E'AU{x) + f{\xlU{x)) = 0 in n, (11) 
\ ^ > 0 in Q and ^ = 0 on dn, ‘ 
where A = 备 is the Laplace operator, Q. = Bi (0) is the unit ball in R'', c > 0 
is a small parameter, |a:| = s < 1 and v{x) denotes the unit outer normal at x G 
Throughout this thesis, we assume the following conditions on / : 
(fl) 
• /(s,u) e C i + 观 1] X [0,oo))nC2((0,l] X (0,oo)), 
• / ( s , u) = —a{s)u + g{s, u) for some function g, where a(s) > 0 Vs G [0,1] 
and g satisfies, 
• g{s, 0) = 0 and dug{s, 0) = 0. 
(f2) 
For each fixed s G (0’ 1], the following ODE has a unique solution Wgir) satisfying 
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(f3) 
The only solution to the linearization of (1.2) at Wg 
v" - a(s)v + dug(s,Ws)v = 0 in R, v(r) — 0 as |r| — oo (1.3) 
is cw'g for some constant c. 
Problem (1.1) has been studied extensively in recent years. 
When f{\x\,U{x)) = f{U) = -U + IP with p > 1, the above problem becomes 
f - t/ + f/P = 0 in Q. 
I (1.4) 
[ U > 0 in n and 崇 = 0 on OQ. 
Problem (1.4) is known as stationary equation of Keller-Segel system in chemotaxis 
[18]. It can also be viewed as a limiting stationary equation of Giei,er-Meinhai,dt sys-
tem in biological pattern formation. See [22] for more details. 
In the pioneer papers [18], [23], and [24], under the condition that p is subcritical, i.e., 
1 < p < ^ when n > 3 and 1 < p < +oc when n = 2, Lin, Ni and Takagi established 
the existence of a least-energy solution Ue of (1.4) and showed that, for £ sufficiently 
small, Ue has only one local maximum point Pe € dCt. Moreover, H(P^) —> maxi/(P) 
Pedn 
as £ —> 0, where H{') is the mean curvature of dQ. Such a solution is called boundary 
spike-layer. Its energy, defined by 
= J u e H \ n ) (1.5) 
where F{U)=击and U+ = max([/, 0), satisfies the following estimate 
� P . (1.6) 
(Here and throughout the paper, A^：�B^ means that there exists fixed constants Ci, 
C2 such that Ci < < C2 for c small.) 
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Since then, many paper investigated further the solutions of (1.4) concentrating at one 
or multiple points of Q. ( These solutions are called spike-layers.) A general principle 
is that the location of interior spikes is determined by the distance function from the 
boundary. We refer the reader to the articles [3], [8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[15],[17],[26j, 
28],[30],[31], and references therein. On the other hand, boundary spikes are related to 
the mean curvature of dfl. This aspect is discussed in the papers [4],[7],[14],[16],[29],[32], 
[33j, and references therein. A good review of the subject is to be found in [22]. We 
mention one result which is related to our work here: in [13], Gui and Wei proved that 
for any two integers fc > 0, / > 0, /c -h / > 0, problem (1.4) possesses a solution U^  with 
exactly k interior spikes and I boundary spikes. 
However, in all the papers mentioned above, we still have energy bound (1.6) and the 
concentration set is zero-dimensional. The question of constructing higher-dimensional 
concentration sets has been investigated only in recent years. It has been conjectured 
in [22] that for any 1 < /c < n - 1, problem (1.4) has a solution U^： which concentrates 
on a k-dimensional subset of Q. We mention two results that support such a conjecture. 
In [19] and [20], Malchiodi and Montenegro proved that for n > 2, there exists a 
sequence of numbers £k 0 such that problem (1.4) has a solution which concen-
trates at boundary of dO, (or any component of dO). Such a solution has the following 
energy bound 
(1.7) 
In another recent paper [2], Ambrosetti, Malchiodi and Ni proved the existence of a 
radially symmetric solution U^  to (1.4) such that U^  concentrates at a sphere {|x| = r^} 
with 1 - re � £ " l o g For this solution there holds 
Je [队 1 � ( 1 . 8 ) 
In [21], Malchiodi, Ni and Wei showed that (1.4) has clustered layers near the bound-
ary. Namely, for each fixed positive integer N, problem (1.4) has a radially symmetric 
、 
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solution Ue such that U^ concentrates at N spheres rj, j = 1,.... N which satisfies 
r - � £ log 去，j = r, = 1. (1.9) 
The purpose of this thesis is to extend the results of [21] to problem (1.1) with gen-
eral non-autonomous nonlinearities, and show that clustered layer solutions exist under 
some general conditions on f{\x\,U{x)). (Several important examples of /(|x|, U) are 
given at the end of this section.) 
Scaling y = f , and let u{y) = U{x), (1.1) is equivalent to the following system: 
f Au{y) + f{e\y\,u{y)) = 0 in B,{0) = n,, (1 叫 
I u > 0 in Qe and g = 0 on dBi{0). • 
We assume that u is radially symmetric, i.e. 
u{y) = u{r) , where r = \y\ 
For 'u{y) = u{r), (1.10) is reduced to the following ODE 
r 
� U r r + ^ U r + f{Er,u) = 0, r G (0, i ) = ( 1 1 1 ) 
\ u'(0) = = 0’ u{r) > 0. • 
Let 
F{er,u)= / f(sr, t)dt, and Gier^n) = / g{er,t)dt. (1.12) 
Jo Jo 
We define the energy functional: 
侧 = 去 f IVt^r - f F{s\ylu). (1.13) 
Let E{s) be the parametrized energy 
E{s) = i f - f F{s,w,). (1.14) 
^ ^R Jr 
Unlike the autonomous case /(|x|, U) = f{U) where E(s) is independent of s, in gen-
eral, E{s) cannot be computed explicitly. 
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Finally, we set 
M{s) = s" - (1.15) 
The following is the main result of this thesis: 
Theorem 1.1 Assume that M(s) has a point of strict local maximum point at s = 
R 6 (0,1]. Then for £ > 0 sufficiently small, problem (1.1) has a radically symmetric 
solution Ue which concentrates on k spheres Uj=i {kl = s j } , j = 1 , . . . , /c with 
|i? - Sjl ~ 5 l o g p j = 1 , . . . ,/c, ( s 卜 s， _ i ) � £ l o g 全 ， j = 2, (1.16) 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 can be easily adopted to treat the case when Q, = M", namely, 
the following nonlinear Schiodinger equation: 
E^AU - Q{\X\)U + g(\xlu) = 0, u > 0 in G if (IT). (1.17) 
We state the following theorem whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2 Assume that M{s) has a point of local strict maximum point at s = R 6 
(0, -hoc). Then for £ > 0 sufficiently small, problem (1.17) has a radically symmetric 
solution (7e which concentrates on k spheres U)=i{l工I 二 sj}，j = 1,…，k with 
- s5| � e l o g 全 ， j = (sj 一 � £ l o g 全 ， j = 2 , . . � k . (1.18) 
We end this section by giving some important examples of /(|x|, w): 
Example 1: Our first example is the well-know Schrodinger equation 
/(|x|, u) = -y(|x|)n + uP，p�1. (1.19) 
It is easy to calculate 
= (1.20) 
where cq is a positive constant. 
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In [1], the existence of one layer solution was proved at local minimum, or local max-
imum, or nondegenerate critical points of M{s). Our Theorem 1.2 establishes the 
existence of clustered layer solutions at local maximum points of M(s) , which is new. 
Example 2: When f{\x\, u) = -V(|a;|)ii + K(\x\)uP,p > 1, then it is easy to see that 
M(s) = (1.21) 
At a local maximum point of M(r) , a clustered layer solution exists for (1.17). This is 
new. 
Example 3: When = -y(|a;|)u + A'(l-'^ l)^ '^  — Q{\x\)u'', 1 < q < p < +oo, 
there is no explicit formula for M(s) in terms of V(s), K{s) and Q{s). However, we 
can use numerical methods to calculate it. 
Example 4: Our last example is a bistable noiilinearity 
/(kl, u) = u(u - a(|.T|))(6(|x|) - li): 0 < a{\x\) < b{\x\). (1.22) 
This kind of noiilinearity arises naturally in the study of population dynamics, genetics 
and phase transition. 
In this case, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Wg is that 
Jq^^^ F(s, u)du = 0. The function M{s) is more complicated. 
Our approach mainly relies upon a finite dimensional reduction procedure combined 
with a variational approach. Such a method has been used successfully in many papers, 
see e.g. [1], [2], [6], [12]-[14], [21] and the references therein. In particular, we shall 
follow the one used in [21, 
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In the rest of the paper, we only give the proof in the case of R e (0’ 1). When R = 1, 
the proof is similar and thus omitted. 
Throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated, the letter C will always denote various 
generic constants which are independent of £, for s sufficiently small. The notation 
A. » B, 
means that lim^ —^ o = 0，while A^ < < B^ means 七〉〉； 
s 
Chapter 2 
Some Preliminary Analysis 
In this section we introduce a family of approximate solutions to (1.11) and derive 
some useful estimates. 
Let Wsj(r) be the unique solution of (1.2), and let s = R e (0,1). We define 
Ws, •= - j ) , We.sj(r) := Ws^r]R{er), (2.1) 
where r]ji{t) is a smooth cut-off function, 
r)R(t) = 1 for t 6 {R-S/2,R + d/2), 
< Mt) = 0 for t i {R-6,R + 6), (2.2) 
r]R{t) e [0,1] otherwise. 
、 
Using ODE analysis, it is easy to see that 
j Ws,{r) = �）|r| + A�)(l+a)|r|)’ 
[w',.{r) = —A(sj)4sj‘)e-A�）I”I+C>(e-A�（1+咖1)’ (2.3) 
where X{sj) = y/a(sj), A(sj) > 0 is a constant depending only on Sj, and a is given in 
(fl). For £r^(R- 6/2, R + 6/2), we have 
+ K，。(£r)| + |<,,(sr)| < C e " ^ . (2.4) 
Observe also that, by construction, w^ s^j satisfies the Neumann boundary condition. 
Furthermore, We,sj depends smoothly on Sj as a map with values in C^((0, ^)). 
11 
、 
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For simplicity of notation, we denote 
k k 
Ws ：= Xl^'sj, ：= and Ao = A(i?). (2.5) 
j=i j=i 
For u G //)([0，引)，we define the operator • 
n — 1 
Sc[u] := Urr H Ur 一 a(£r)u + p(£T，u). (2.6) 
r 
Since M{s) has a strict local maximum point aX s = R e (0’ 1)，we may assume that 
there exists a 6 small such that 
M{s) < M{R) for 0<\s-R\< 6. (2.7) 
We now choose a = o(l) such that 
M(s) < AI{R) - £oa� for |s — i?丨二 (2.8) 
We introduce the following configuration set 
r | s = ( s i , . . . , Sk) | s j - R\< S, V j ， S j _ i — Sj > aelog 去 f o r j = 2 , . . . , / c | , 
� (2.9) 
where a € (0, | min{A广 1}) is a fixed number. 
Note that for s G F, we have 
Si - Sj = 0{6e + £log 全)for i + j . (2.10) 
Our first lemma computes the interactions between different powers of w^s. 
Lemma 2.1 For \a - b\ » 1 and aX(Si) > /3A(sj), there holds 
< { y - - b) = 0 ( < ( | a - & | ) ) ’ （2.11) 
j严sAy - - h)dy = (1 + o ( l )Vf . (a - 6) 乂i/….“•-'(石】)〜之’ 
(2.12) 
where o(l) 0 as |a - 6| oo and H{t) is a function satisfying \H(t)\ < C\t\^. 
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Proof: To prove (2.11), we make use of (2.3): 
- a)w^.(y - b) < Ce—A��)1汉-晰 
< (^g-A(sj)la-bl^ 
=0(wf^(la-b\)). 
For (2.12), assuming a > b and letting z = y - a we have 
f - a))wl{y - h)dy 二 A召⑷e-制风�-&)[丑(u�(2))e-咖)〜z 
JR JR 
+ f H{ws,{z)) [u;f.(z + a - b ) - A� (5jOe-A� )離+"-叫 dz. 
JR L •‘ 」 
Then the conclusion follows from Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem. The 
case b > a can be handled similarly. • 
Lemma 2.2 For s sufficiently small and s G F, we have 
/ 人. \ 
+ / e + ^ ^ , (2.13) 
\ j=l i^j 
where r satisfies | < r < 
Proof: We compute 
n — 1 
Selves] = + e，s + "(£r,W;e，s) 
n _ 1 fc ( k \ 
3=1 \ j=l / 
= + 5 2 + 53 + 0 ( 6 " ^ ) , 
where 5i, S2 and S3 are defined at the last equality. 
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For Si, we have 
r 
k 1 V^n - 1 II Sj 
j=i 
= 亡 ！ ^ 〜 ⑴ 
j = l e T 
= 0 ( £ ^ 6 為 ) 卜 刊 . 
Thus we obtain 
+ \S:\r"-'dr<Ce. (2.14) 
For 52, we have 
k 
S2 = 咖 ) - 外 叫 S j 
j=i 
k 
< C 幻 S � £ r | u � 
< C e 亡 丨 • 卜 字 I 
< Ce. 
Thus we also obtain 
+ f \S2K-'dr < Ce. (2.15) 
Jh 
It remains to compute Sz- To do this end, we note that 
k k 
S3 = 9{er, Y^Wsj) 
j=i j=i 
k k k 
=g(盯,Z]切勺)一 XI分(⑶’购》+ (盯，如一 "(Sj_’购」） 
j=i j=i j=i 
= 5 3 , 1 + 3^,2 
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The estimate of 53,2 is similar to that of S2. It is enough to consider 53.1 only. We now 
divide the domain = ( 0， i n t o k intervals /1，…，h-, and they are defined by 
= [学 ,全 )； = j = 2 , . . . , /c-l; /, = (0, (2.16) 
To estimate 53,1； we need to apply the following inequality, which can be proved by 
elementary calculus. (Noting that g{s, 0) = dug{s, 0) = 0.) For each 0 < r < 1 and for 
any r G (0,1) there exists a constant C such that 
\g{s,x + y)-g{s,x)\ < provided |x| > (2.17) 
Note that 
< Itt-'sJ on Ij for i j , 
hence for r < 宁 < 1 and r G Ij 
•53,1 < Ws^ + Y^Ws,) - g(£r, u'^JI + 乂 
i关 j i/j 
Summing up all the estimate on j = 1 , . . . , fc, it follows that 
临 ’ 1II0C + 产 1 / < C ^ ^ e ^ (2.18) 
and the conclusion follows. • 
Lemma 2.3 For e sufficiently small we have 
k / \ 
二 I ] ( f ) - + 0 � ) e ^ + -n)’ (2.19) 
j=l \ 的 / 
where Cji is a positive constant depending on Sj and Sj. 
The proof of this lemma is postponed to the appendix. 
Chapter 3 
An Auxiliary Linear problem 
In this section, we study a linear theory which allow us to perform the finite-dimensional 
reduction procedure. 
For u,v G we define the inner product as 
{u, v)^ = / (.u'l/+ a(£T)iw;)7^n_�f/r" = / VuVz; + a{£r)uv, (3.1) 
J h 
and the L'^{Ie) inner product as 
= / = / uv. (3.2) 
J I, Jii, 
Integrating by parts, one can show that orthogonality to 二 i n H^ije) is equivalent 
to orthogonality in L?-(Ie) to the following function 
dwr,. dwr«. 
= A f - a(er)专 (3.3). 
By elementary computations, we obtain 
^ f = 4 < 尊 击 ) ， （3.4) 
=-(^(^r) - a{sj) + dug{sj,Ws^)) w'^. + o ( - ) . (3.5) 
16 
、 
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In this section, we consider the following linear problem. Given h 6 find a 
function 0 satisfying 
‘ 打一 1 k 
Ls[(l>] ••= (f>" + 小丨-a{er)6 + d^g(£r, We.s)(l> = h + 
< T 户 1 (3.6) 
� 0,(0) = (全）=0; �(/>,Ze’sA = 0 j = l , 2 r "k , 
for some constants Csj. To this purpose, we define the norm 
11011-= sup |0(r)|. (3.7) 
樣 i ) 
We have the following result 
Proposition 3.1 Let (j) satisfies (3.6). Then for e sufficimtly small, we have 
(3.8) 
where C is a positive constant independent of £ 
Proof: 
Arguing by contradiction, assume that 
11011* = 1; INI. = 0(1). (3.9) 
We multiply (3.6) by 己二广 and integrate over to obtain 
E c . . 〈知，智 X = - � " ’ + � A 於 - • ) 必 + 久叫 ， S 抓 奢 X 
卜 (3.10) 
〈 " ， = I h 智 , ― � = • ( H " l “ r " ) . (3.11) 
M -
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Moreover, integrating by parts, using (3.4) and (3.5) we deduce 
�A0 - a(£r)<f) + dug(£r, 
j Qn) \ 
=全〈(一）-a[sj) + du9[Sj, Ws^) - du9{er, 让，二一〉右 
= 去 � - a{sj) + dug(sj, Ws^) - d^gier, Ws^) + d^g(er, Ws^) 一 d^gisr,w^�w'^., 
< 义{\sr - + k., — Wsy-'dr 
=jMU 义 { s t + 0(e-甸)I也;)�I [t + 警 d r 
< cmue'-^ 
= 
For i 半 j we have 
^ (a(cr) - < C 义(kr - s)|)|u’�|K,.|r"-Mr 
< C J^e\t\\w:^{t)\ [t + d r 
f < C [ wl^'^w.y^-'dr 
J It 力c 
< 
� Z 邮 = -一 I ( • ) - 咖 ) + 她 r，w s , ) ) u ’ ; , ; , 一 1 办 
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For i = j we use the equation w':; — a{sj)w'^. + = 0 to get 
� Z , ， s : ， 脊 〉 二 - e - ” 丨 — a{sj�+ dug(er,ws舰 
=-广 I ( ( • ) - a � ) ( < ) 2 + ( < ) ' + a{Sj){w'j) r^-'dr 
= I + {w：/) r^-'dr 
= ^ 0. 
This shows that the left hand side of the equation (3.10) is diagonally dominant in the 
index i.j, and hence by (3.9) we have 
Cs�j = 0(£||/i||.) + = 0(1) = 1，2,..., k. (3.12) 
Also, since we are assuming that ||/?||* = o(l) and since = 0 ( j ) , there holds 
k 
+ = (3.13) 
j=i 
Thus (3.G) yields 
‘ n — 1 
0 � + 0' - a(£r)0 + d^g{sr,We.s)(l) = o(l)； 
1 ^ (3.14) 
‘ 0,(0) = cf>'{-) = 0； �0’Ze而乂 = 0 j = l,2r../c. 
We show that (3.14) is incompatible with our assumption |丨州* = 1. First we claim 
that fixed r > 0, there holds 
k 
� — 0 on y e — r, & + r) as £ — 0, (3.15) 
j=i 已 ^ 
where r is any fixed positive constant. 
Indeed, assuming the contrary, there exist (^ o > 0, j = 1,2, . . . , /c and sequences Sk, (f>k 
and yjt e — r, ¥ + r) such that satisfies (3.14) and 
\Myk)\ > So. (3.16) 
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Let (pk = 4>k{yk + 告），then using (3.14) and ||0||» = 1, as Sk —>• 0，(pk converges weakly 
in (股）and strongly in C"/��(股）to a bounded function 0o which satisfies 
0o'(y) - a{sj)My) + du9(Sj,Ws,(y))My) = 0 in R. (3.17) 
Hence, by ( /3) , 0 � = cw'^ . for some constant c. Since (pkiVk)丄 Z�sj(jjk + 艺),we 
conclude by (3.5) that 
0 = / (a(sy + sj) - a(sj) + dug(sj, Ws^(y))) MvWsMdy 
JR 
= / (a{£y + Sj)My) - <l>oiy))'^sAy)dy 
JR 
= c {a{ey + Sj)w'^.{y) -
JR 
= c [ + + dy. 
J R 
Since f^ ( ( 让 + a(cr + Sj)(w，“(y))2) dy > 0’ we obtain c 二 0 which yields = 0 
and — 0 in 召27,(0). This contradicts to (3.16), so (3.15) holds true. 
Given di > 0，the decay of u?s's and (3.15)(\vith r sufficiently large) implies 
+ (3.18) 
Using (3.14) and the Maximum principle for the elliptic operator L = A - Ci(cr), one 
finds 
11011* < + + \\h\U + 0(1) 
Choose < then < 4(5i < 1 which contradicts to ||0||» = 1 in our assumption.• 
Proposition 3.2 There exists £：0 > 0 such that for any £ < Eq the following property 
holds true. Given h 6 there exists a unique pair (0, Cs’i, •.., Cs^k) such that 
k 
LeW = h + ^ c ^ j Z , , , . ; (3.19) 
i=i 
0'(O) = = 0; � 0 , Z � � e = O j = l ’2”. . /c. (3.20) 
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Moreover, letting c = we have 
|H|. + i|c|<C||/i||. (3.21) 
for some positive constant C. 
Proof: The bound in (3.21) follows from Proposition 3.1 
/ cs、j = . 1 
< implies II0II* + -|c| S 
i mU < C\\h\U ‘ 
Let us prove the existence part. 
Recall our inner product as {u. v)^ = f^^ VuVv + a{er)uv. Set 
H = ( … = o | . (3.22) 
Note that, integrating by parts, one has 
u e n = 0 j = 1.2,...，A;. (3.23) 
Observe that 0 solves (3.19) and (3.20) if and only if cp satisfies 
f ( W W ’ + a(£r)(K’）— {du9{er, w,,s)o： V). = � - " : v ) , •略’ e H. (3.24) 
JiU 
This equation can be written as 
(f) + 5(0) = h in n, (3.25) 
where h is defined by duality and S : H ^ H is a linear compact operator. Using 
Fredholm's alternative, showing that equation (3.25) has a unique solution for each h, 
is equivalent to showing that the equation has a unique solution for h = 0. Assuming 
the contrary, there exist (0, Cs’i,..., Cs，"-), 0 0 such that 
k 
Le[(f>] = X^Csj.石而•； （3.26) 
j=i 
0'(O) = = 0; �0’Z明〉e = 0 j = l,2,...k. (3.27) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that = 1. This contradicts Proposition 
3.1 and concludes the proof. • 
Chapter 4 
Construction of natural constraint 
III this section, we reduce problem (1.11) to a finite-dimensional one. Let M e be a 
k-diinensional manifold defined as 
M , = I s € r } . (4.1) 
For £ small and s G P, we are going to find a function ^^^ satisfying the two conditions 
(k，s 丄 Twl八 + G T让、凡. (4 .2) 
This amounts to finding a function <6 such that for some constants Cgj the following 
equation holds true 
‘ k 
十 0) - a{er){we,s + 0) + g{er, We,s + (p) = Y^CsjZ^^s：) in ^V’ 
< j=i (4.3) 
0,(0) = 0 ' ( i ) = 0; ((/), 丄 二 0 j = l,2,…fc. 
V £ 
Letting 
Me = {u>,,s + \ser}, (4.4) 
we will show that M s is a natural constraint for £e in the sense that a critical point of 
is a true critical point of The first equation in (4.3) can be written as 
n - 1 k 
0 � + - a{€r)<l) + dugier, - - 5 e K , s ] + A e^M + X^c�).么’v (4.5) 
r j=i 
22 
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where 
Ne[(f>] = -[gier, + (f>)- 9{er, w�s) - dug(£r,议,£’s)0]. (4.6) 
Lemma 4.1 For s G F and e sufficiently small, we have 
11糊I* 二 C1|0||，’ （4.7) 
m m - iVeWii. = c (ii0iii： + m\：) 1101 - (4.8) 
where a is defined in (/I). 
Proof: Inequality (4.7) follows from the Mean Value Theorem. In fact, for every point 
in /e there holds 
^(cr, + 0) - We,s) = du9{er., We,s + 0 € (0,1), 
{dug{Er, u,£’s + H) - du9{£r, 小 = { d u f i e r , w^^s + 时 ） 一 汰 ^ k . s ) ) 0. 
Since duf is Holder continuous with exponent a, we deduce |A�[0]| < which 
implies (4.7). The proof of (4.8) goes along in the same way. • 
Proposition 4.2 For s € F and £ sufficiently small, there exists a unique (j) = 4>e�s 
such that (4.3) holds. Moreover, s ^ is of class C^ as a map irito and we 
have 
/ /c \ 
V~ST~V min{A(sj).A(s,))T|s -sJ \ 
< C e + 辽 e H ^ ’ （4.9) 
\ j=i 的 ) 
where 丁 G (全’宇） 
Proof: Let As be as in Proposition 3.2. Then (4.3) can be written as 
= + N M Y (4.10) 
Let r be a positive number (to be fixed later) and set 
Fr=Le Him I "011* <r(e^ 亡 • ， ) H ” I ) | . (4.II) 
I \ j=i 的 J J 
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Define now the map B^ : Fr ^ H as 
B . M = A [ - 5 e K s l + N M - (4.12) 
Solving (4.3) is equivalent to finding a fixed point for B^. By Lemma 4.1, for e suffi-
ciently small and r large we have 
( min{A(s,).A(s,)}Tlsj-s,| \ 
||Be�II* < C(||5.K.]||. + ||7V,[01||.) < r e + ^ ^ ’ 
V j=l i / j / 
\\BM-BM\U < 如 “ 糾 11* < 11101 — 0211*. 
(4.13) 
which shows that B^： is a contraction mapping on Fr. Hence there exist a unique 小 e Fr 
such that (4.3) holds. 
Now we come to differentiability of Consider the following map i/^ : A x x 
R^ - ^ X IR" of class C^ 
V’e’s + 0 ) - 亡 老 ） 
He{s^d.c)= ( 沙 , 资 . (4.14) 
、 > 
Equation (4.3) is equivalent to //^(s, </), c) = 0. We know that, given s € r, there is a 
unique local solution 0£’s, C£’s obtained with the above procedure. We prove that the 
linear operator 
巧 c ) : X R^ H H 胸 X E^ - (4.15) 
is invertible for e small. Then the C^ regularity of s h (0’ c£’s) follows from the Implicit 
Function Theorem. Indeed we have 
O�中,CJ (s,<^ e.s,Ce,s) . 
(i, 
\ V'出k )e / 
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From the smallness of ||</>£’s||* it follows that 
^ ^ ^ ^ —0. (4.17) 
己(么 C) (s,知 s，ce.s) 浏办 C) (3,0,0) 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.2. • 
Chapter 5 
Energy computation for reduced 
energy functional 
In this section we expand the quantity 
/Q(s) := + : (0,1) H R, (5.1) 
where (^£，s is given by Proposition 4.2. 
Lemma 5.1 For s G r and e sufficiently small, we have 
fCeis) = ； ^ 5广 1 ( £；⑷一 [ ( C 卢 
j=l \ i关j J 
Proof: 
It is sufficient to show that 
/ ^ \ 
/ 、 n - l c 1 , , Y ^ V ^ 一 m i n { A ⑷ . A ( � ) } T | s 广 s | \ 
\ j=l 的 ) 
and apply Lemma 2.3. In order to do this, we write 
/C.(s) = ( ^ e k J + i^l + - K^)， (5.3) 
26 
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where 
/(I = + a{£r)we,s(l>e.s " 
1<2 = \ J i ( I 0 f + - a"论r,ii，e,s)C) r “ d r , 
K3 = (G(£r’ We^s + _ G{er, w.^^) _ g{£r, We，s)<h,s 一 We,s)(pl^ 产〜广 
Integrating by parts and using Lemma 2.2, we have 
/ fc \ 
< ‘ + ^ 
\ j=l 的 / 
/ 人， \ 2 
< c 叫 £ + — “ — 
\ j=l i^j ) 
/ \ 
= � ' i - " + + E E e — • 
\ j=l ij^j / 
To estimate A'2, we note that o^ s^ satisfies 
k 
A0£,s - a{sr)(f)e,s + 9{s:r, We,s + 一 9{er, We,s) + ^eK.s] = jysjZe’s, (5.4) 
j=l 
Multiplying 5.4 by and integrating over I � w e obtain 
S八W•广Idr = ji (|<s|2 + —)|0e’s|2 — a^，U;e，s)0,，sK-W 
Jh 
Hence we obtain 
/ / k \ 2 \ 
_ , „ I mm{X(si).X{sj)]r\Si-Sj\ \ , , _ 
< e + ^ ^ e ? 
\ \ J=i 的 / / 
1 „ ( v ^ X — V min{A(sj).A(i,)}T|jj-s,| \ 
= 广 + ^ • 
\ j=l 的 / 
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From the Holder continuity of d^g we deduce 
G(£r, We,s + 0e,s) 一 G(er, _ u�s)(l>s，s 一 ^dug{er, < 
(5.5) 
So again 
| A � | < ( H 亡 E e - n 一 ) ’ ) 一 7 . Y 
\ i关j / 
/ 人* \ 
= 叫 “ ~ • 
\ j = i / 
Combining with (2.19) of Lemma 2.3, we obtain the conclusion. • 
Chapter 6 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 
111 this section we proof Theorem 1.1. Fix s € F and let 0£’s be the solution given by 
Proposition 4.2. Let also /Q(s) denote the reduced energy functional defined by (5.1). 
Proposition 6.1 Fore small, and a G (0，| mhi{A�i , 1})‘，the following maximization 
problem 
sup{/Ce(s) : s g T } (6.1) 
has a solution in F, where 
r = | s = (s i , . . . , s fc ) \sj -R\<5^ Vj ， Sj_i - Sj > as l o g � f o r j = 2�…,/c|. 
‘ (6.2) 
Proof: Since /Ce(s) is continuous in s, the maximization has a solution in F. Let s^  be 
the maximum point. We claim that, indeed, 
\s] -R\<5, ， |s5 - s5_ i|�a£k)gg Vj = l , . . . ’ /c . (6-3) 
Let us argue by contradiction. There are two possibilities. In the first case, 35^  < R^^e-
Then = M(R) 一 and hence 
k 
< + 0 (£ ) < kM(R) - + 0 ( f ) . (6.4) 
J=i 
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In the second case, suppose that there exists jo > 2 such that 
|s5o 一 = h昨5 - sf I = log it follows that 
j=l \ 的 / 
< kM{R) — min 允-i)o�)’（4广1匚(•�一i)}e-m-{M�-i)’补，。…^-。-广办’;。！ 
< kM{R) - C ^ a A � + (6.5) 
since A(s5) = \{R) + o(l) . 
On the other hand, by choosing Si = R, Sj = Si - 2a ( j - l ) £ l o g j = 1,.. .,k, we 
obtain 
M(sj) = MiR-2a(j -l)£\og^) 
=M{R) - 2M'{R)a{j - l)£log ^ + 0 (log ) 
( / 1\2\ 
=M[R) + 0 [log-j , since M'{R) = 0, 
人- / ( i\2\ 
/C,(s) > kU[K) - + + 0 i s ' f log - j 
j=i t/j \ ^ / 
> kM{R) - CeiaAo + o (log 1 ) 2 ) (6.6) 
Since a G (0, | min{Ao\ 1}), there is a contradiction between (6.4) or (6.5) and (6.6). 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 
By Proposition (4.2), there exist Sk such that for £ < Sk we have a C^ map s 0£,s 
from r into C^ile) such that 
k 
Se[We,s + 0£,s] = 
for some constant Csj 6 肢知’ which also are of class C^ in s. By Lemma 5.1, there exists 
s^  € r achieving a local strict maximum point of JCe(s). Let u^ = We,s + Then we 
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have 
J•二 l,...，/c, (6.7) 
and hence 
0 = / + a(cr )uAA^e) " 9(er,us)ds,(ue)) r^'-'dr 
= I S,[We,s + + ^ ^“^‘产‘办 
J Ic 
人- r 
= / Ze，sA,(^ e，s + 0e，s)|s=sZ-l^. (6.8) 
t=l J “ 
Differentiating the equation�(})£,s, = 0 with respect to Sj, we get 
〈 么 A ’ s ， = 一 � “ d s � Z M \ = (6.9) 
where = 1 denotes the Kronecker symbol. From Proposition 3.1, 
� Z - � � , � s � = -(M-2 义(•r)(u’“)2 + 产1 办 + 0(s-") 
= - { ^ r j { a { e r ) { u i f + { u Q h l r ) + o( l ) ) 
which implies that the right hand side of equation (6.8) is diagonally dominant in the 
index i.j and hence Csj = 0 for j = 1 , . . . , fc. Therefore, when s = s ,^ 
+ = 0. (6.10) 
So Ue{r) = u;e’s“r) + 0£’se(7O is a solution for problem (1.10) 
Scaling back by u{r) = U(s), r = £s, 
= UM = Mr) « = (6.11) 
j=i j=i ^ 
is a solution for problem (1.1). It is easy to see that [/^ satisfies all the properties stated 
in Theorem 1.1. • 
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Appendix 
In this appendix we expand the quantity £^ £[t/;£，s] as a function of s and s. 
= \ji K’s)2r"-ic/r - 义 F{er,切e’s)r”力r 
= ( - < s — + 一 一 一 - L G{er, w.^sV-'dr 
I r f ^ fc n - l \ 
J“ \j=i j=i T y 
= A i - A2 + A3 + A4 + As + 
where 
. 1 f n — I , ， 
】 = 一 i / 叫 ， s r ' - i d r 
J /e 
1 f ^ 
J “ j=i 
j=i 的 
As = [ ^ - r^-'dr 
J“ \j=i / 
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Integrating by parts and using the exponential decay of w'^ s, we obtain 
= 一 ^ ^ I < = (n- l)(n - 2 ) ^ w^广、Ir = 
1^2! = ^ / 宾 ( 一 ） 一 咖 』 、 叫 e 广 i d r 
Jt k 
< C [ ^\er-Sj\wl.r--'dT + C [ ； -
J“ J = 1 he j = l i^ j 
人. fc 
j=l •^耽 j=l •^狀 ^ 
We have the following estimates on .43, where ( / I ) and the decay of w'^ s are used 
^ f / \ \ 
= ( 一 G{sj,w,.) r^-'dr + 0 ( 6 " ^ ) 
= 实 ( J ) (对Sj) - ( 全 〜 ) . � 6 � — dr^j 
+ 广 r ” - 1 _ ( 警 广 1 dr + 0{e-h) 
= E (7 ) " - i 跑 ) + 广"e-宇)+ 
•7=1 
Regarding the term A4, we can write 
f = ( 与 ) [g{sj,ws^)ws,dr[ g{sj,wsj)ws, r""^ - ^ dr. 
Jlc Jh Jlc L \ " . 
Reasoning as above one also finds 
^ 9{sj,Ws,)Ws, 一 dr < Ce'-\ 
So we have 
k 
A, = JEE (7)""' / 
J=1 i / j •^耿 
4 
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Regarding the term /I5, the estimate is similar to the that of A2. By using the Mean-
Value Theorem，one can find 
As < 
It comes to the last term AQ. Recall that 
Ae = f - G(cr,zi；,,,)) r^-'clr. 
�=\j= i / 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, we divide into k parts as in (2.16). 
On Ij, j = 1’...，/c’ we have Wsi < Ws^ , so we can use the Taylor's formula, (2.17) and 
the technique of estimating A4 to get 
k 
•7=1 i^j i妾 j 
/ F. \ 
乃,\j=i / i ^ j � 
Summing up all the estimate on j = 1’ …，fc, it follows that 
= " E E (TT' / 咖 ， • s A + O ( � ) . 
When combining the estimate 义4 and A^ we find that 
1 矢 1 广 
礼 + 4 = - o E E ( 7 ) " " / 
By Lemma 2.1, there holds 
f = (l + o(l))u)s，.(^^^) / 没 ( s 力 • � ) e - 彻 
J It 已 ^R 
= ( C , i + o ( l ) ) e ^ ， 
where 
Cji = [ 
jR 
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Note that in general Cji may not be positive. However, since |s,- - Sj\ = o(l), we have 
Cji = [ g(Sj,Ws】〔z)、e-x⑷:dz + o⑴ 
JR 
= J ^ i w s j - a ( s>，;)e - A k ) l ’ + 0(1) 
= 2 ^ ( S j ) A ( s j ) + o(l) > 0 . 
Hence we have 
成 + 义 + 々 = 亡 ( 警 广 ( 彻 ) - + � � ) + 0 ( e 2 - ” 
J=1 \ i^j J 
A2 + .43 + = 0(£2-"） 
Lemma 2.3 is thus proved. • 
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